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Germany

Candidate Donald Trump’s combative
campaign rhetoric created consternation
in many capitals. How has the reality of
President Trump matched up to expections?

Russia

CE Europe

Chancellor Angela Merkel has
kept her distance from Trump,
cogniscent of German
elections later this year

US foreign policy seems still values- rather than
deals-based, although Obama’s ambassadors
are still in post (examples: policy continuation
re Macedonia; Bosnia; Hungary and CEU)

Hopes of an early rapprochement have faded
and Moscow will take a cautious approach to
engagement while deciding whether to revive
anti-US rhetoric in domestic politics

Brussels
Fears of US isolationism
and withdrawal from NATO
have been calmed down

China

Trump has done nothing to dent
hopes that he will cede US global
leadership on climate change
mitigation and green technologies
to China

Ukraine

As the US-Russian rapprochement slows. Kyiv will
hope its interests are no longer liable to be traded
away in a US-Russian ‘grand deal’ settlement

United Kingdom

Prime Minister Theresa May
has been eager to form a close
relationship with the Trump,
which could irritate the EU

Turkey

Economic damage to Mexico hasn’t
been as immediately bad as
thought – some recovery of peso
and the car industry is booming,
despite Trump’s border tax threats

Need to cooperate with Beijing
over North Korea has stilled
Trump's fiery anti-China campaign
rhetoric on trade and the South
China Sea

Netanyahu’s jubilance dims as Trump’s
enthusiasm to negotiate a deal with the
Palestinians points to uncomfortable concessions

Syria

Expectations that a Trump
administration would extradite
Gulen have not been met, and
there has been no shift in US
support for the Syrian Kurds

Mexico

China

Israel

Bashar al-Assad was expecting a
disengaged, pro-Russian US president,
but instead faced missile strikes

Japan

Early fears that Trump would
weaken security ties have eased.
Trade now on agenda. How much
will Tokyo have to give?

Gulf

Monarchs feared abandonment by an
isolationist United States, but are seeing
greater solidarity on arms sales and Yemen

Libya

Expectations that Trump may
shift the US stance in Libya have
failed to materialise

South Korea

Pleased by strong Trump stance
on Pyongyang – but not if it
leads to conflict

Egypt

Mexico

Trump’s overt backing of Sisi
will allow security force
abuses to continue unabated

The Trump administration is making
noises about the border wall and
NAFTA renegotiation, but less
vociferously than during the
campaign

India

Protectionist restrictions on US
outsourcing would hit India’s
all-important services sector

Nigeria

Venezuela

Afghanistan-Pakistan

US government looks set to
approve sale of twelve fighter jets
to Nigerian government, put on
hold at end of the Obama
presidency

Caracas’s – always unrealistic –
expectations of a rapprochement
with the Trump administration have
faded as Trump seeks to placate
some Hispanic constituencies

Latin America

After expectations of currency
volatility and weakness, most regional
currencies have settled down or
strengthened after the initial jitters

Trump’s policy towards
Afghanistan and Pakistan shows
continuity by default, not design

Somalia

DRC

The UN cuts the size of its
mission in the DRC after new US
ambassador to the UN questions
the role of peacekeepers

Building on campaign rhetoric,
Trump has relaxed rules of
engagement for the US military
to target al-Shabaab militants

Sudan

Sudan included on travel ban
list, in reversal of the
late-Obama shift toward a
warmer bi-lateral relationship

Not yet clear

Reversed

Toned down

On track

Exceeded

Vietnam

Trump’s team have named
Vietnam a possible ‘trade cheat’,
but Trump has also spoken of
deepening US-Vietnam trade and
cooperation, which Hanoi wants

Malaysia

Being named a possible ‘trade
cheat’ has alarmed Malaysia’s
government and cooler bilateral
ties are likely
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